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Abstract: We experimentally compare the light trapping efficiency of
dielectric and metallic backscattering patterns in thin-film a-Si:H solar
cells. We compare devices with randomly patterned Ag back contacts that
are covered with either flat or patterned aluminum-doped ZnO (AZO)
buffer layers and find the nanostructure at the AZO/a-Si:H interface is key
to achieve efficient light trapping. Simulations show that purely dielectric
scattering patterns with flat Ag and a patterned AZO/a-Si:H interface can
outperform geometries in which the Ag is also patterned. The scattering
from the dielectric patterns is due to geometrical Mie resonances in the
AZO nanostructures. The optimized dielectric geometries avoid parasitic
Ohmic losses due to plasmon resonances in the Ag, and open the way to a
large number of new light trapping designs based on purely dielectric
resonant light scattering.
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1. Introduction
Thin film solar cells, with absorber layer thicknesses ranging from a few hundred nanometers
to a few microns, combine the advantages of relatively low fabrication cost with the
possibility to realize mechanically flexible devices. However, the small absorber layer
thickness leads to poor absorption of the infra-red part of the solar spectrum, in particular in
solar cells based on amorphous and microcrystalline silicon thin films due to the unfavourable
charge carrier mobilities and lifetimes in these materials. To solve this problem, light trapping
is required, in which nanostructures incorporated in the solar cell are designed to scatter the
light and thereby enhance the optical path length. Many different periodic and random
scattering geometries have been proposed in order to achieve efficient light trapping over a
broad spectral range [1–21]. Several device designs make use of the efficient scattering
properties of metallic nanoparticles, which have large scattering cross sections at their
plasmon resonance [6, 12–21].
Recently, it was shown that dielectric nanostructures on top of a solar cell can lead to
strongly enhanced light incoupling due to forward scattering through resonantly excited Mie
modes in the nanoparticles [6,22]. Similar to plasmonic nanostructures, these dielectric
surface nanostructures are very efficient resonant scatterers with scattering cross sections
exceeding their geometrical cross sections [22,23]. Moreover, dielectric scattering structures
show much lower parasitic absorption than metallic nanostructures [20].
Many research groups have now demonstrated efficient broadband light trapping in thinfilm devices grown on top of structured metal back contacts [6,12,20,21]. In the case of thinfilm Si solar cells, the metallic back contact is always separated from the absorber layer by an
aluminium doped ZnO (AZO) layer, to avoid metal diffusion into the Si. Such a geometry is
shown in Fig. 1(a), which shows a cross-section made using focused ion beam (FIB) milling.
Here, a randomly patterned glass substrate is covered with a thin Ag layer, on top of which
subsequent layers of AZO, a-Si:H and indium-tin-oxide (ITO) are deposited. Due to
conformal growth of the AZO layer on top the structured back contact, the AZO layer also
contains the nanostructures. The solar cell is thus composed of random scattering patterns at
both the Ag/AZO and the AZO/a-Si:H interface.
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A natural question now arises if the light trapping in these solar cells is due to scattering
from plasmon resonances in the Ag or from Mie resonances in the AZO nanostructures.
Deciphering the effect of both scattering structures is important for a large number of thinfilm solar cell designs. In this paper we systematically study the influence of the structured
AZO layer on light trapping in thin-film Si solar cells grown on top of a structured metal back
contact.
We experimentally compare thin-film a-Si:H devices with structured Ag and either
structured or flat AZO layers. We show that flattening the AZO buffer layer is detrimental for
light trapping, demonstrating the key importance of dielectric scattering for light trapping
even in plasmonic geometries. We study both random and periodic structures and
demonstrate examples of purely dielectric scattering patterns.
2. Sample fabrication
The solar cell fabrication was performed as described by Soppe et al. [24]. Flat glass
substrates and Asahi U-type substrates were sputter-coated with a 200 nm Ag layer and an
AZO buffer layer. An a-Si:H layer (350 nm i-layer) was then grown using plasma-enhanced
chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) in n-i-p configuration. To define the different cell areas
4 × 4 mm pads of ITO were sputtered on top of the a-Si:H layer using a contact mask. Finally
U-shaped Ag contacts were sputtered on top through a contact mask.
Figure 1 shows cross sections, made using focused ion beam (FIB) milling, of the
different types of cell geometries that were compared. Figure 1(a) shows the “standard”
geometry in which the cell is grown on top of an Asahi *-type substrate and has an 80 nm
AZO layer. Next to the “standard” geometry, three complementary geometries were made.
One cell type was grown on top of a flat glass substrate and has an AZO thickness of
approximately 500 nm (Fig. 1(b)). One cell type was grown on top of an Asahi U-type
substrate and also has a 500 nm AZO layer (Fig. 1(c)). This results in roughness in both the
Ag/AZO layer and the AZO/a-Si:H interface. And one cell type was made by depositing AZO
onto Asahi U-type substrate and then polishing the AZO surface using chemical mechanical
polishing with colloidal SiO2 slurry. This resulted in a sample with structured Ag/AZO
interface and a flat AZO/a-Si:H interface (Fig. 1(d)). The use of a rather thick (500 nm) AZO
layer enabled polishing without exposing the Ag. A total of 24 cells were made of each type,
so that electrical cell parameters could be averaged in the analysis. AFM data of Ag coated
Asahi U-type substrates are shown in ref [6].

Fig. 1. FIB cross sections of the different cell types: (a) Reference a-Si:H solar cell, composed
of an Asahi U-type substrate covered with 200 nm Ag, 80 nm AZO, 350 nm a-Si:H and ITO.
(b-d) Solar cells grown on top of: (b) a flat substrate, (c) Asahi substrate with 500 nm AZO,
and (d) Asahi substrate with polished AZO. Scale bars: 500 nm.

3. Experimental results
Figure 2 shows current-voltage (I-V) measurements for the four different types of cells;
curves are shown for single cells. I-V curves were measured under one-sun illumination using
a WACOM solar simulator. Table 1 summarizes the average open circuit voltage (Voc) and
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fill factor (FF) of the different cell types. From these measurements, no significant difference
in Voc and FF can be observed between the different types of cells, indicating similar
electrical quality of the different device types. The curves were normalized to the current
obtained from external quantum efficiency measurements at short circuit to exclude
inaccuracies in the determination of the surface area of the cells. The flat cell (black) shows a
photocurrent of Jsc = 10.7 mA/cm2. The Asahi cells show significantly higher photocurrent.
We find Jsc = 12.5 and 12.4 mA/cm2 for the cells with 80 and 500 nm AZO, respectively
(green, blue). The Asahi cell with polished AZO however (red), has a substantially lower
photocurrent, than the normal Asahi cells: Jsc = 10.9 mA/cm2. This indicates that the dielectric
nanostructure at the AZO/a-Si:H interface is crucial for efficient light trapping.

Fig. 2. I-V curves for a-Si:H cells made on flat substrate (black), Asahi substrate with 500 nm
AZO (blue), Asahi substrate with 80 nm AZO (green), and Asahi substrate with polished AZO
(red).

Figure 3(a) shows external quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements on the four different
types of cells; measurements are shown for single cells. The EQE measurements were
performed on a commercial spectral response set-up by Optosolar (SR300) using a 250 W
xenon lamp equipped with a Jobin Yvon iHR320 monochromator. The diameter of the beam
on the sample surface was 1 mm. The setup was calibrated with a crystalline silicon reference
solar cell and the measurements were carried out with a spectral resolution of 10 nm.
The EQE for the flat solar cell (black) decreases rapidly above 550 nm, because of poor
light absorption in this spectral range. The Asahi cells with structured AZO/a-Si:H interface
(blue and green) show a significantly enhanced red-response with respect to the flat cell. This
indicates that light trapping occurs due to the scattering nanostructures. In contrast, the Asahi
cell with polished AZO shows barely any enhancement with respect to the flat cell. This
shows that only structuring the Ag layer does not lead to any significant light trapping in this
device geometry; i.e. the AZO/a-Si:H interface needs to be structured as well. All different
types of cells show a similar highly reproducible blue response, indicating that roughness on
the top, present because of conformal growth, does not play a role in the light management in
these cells.
Table 1. Electrical properties of the four types of solar cells
Sample
Flat substrate
Asahi thin AZO
Asahi thick AZO
Asahi polished AZO

Voc (mV)
905 ± 7
898 ± 15
895 ± 16
907 ± 12

FF
0.68 ± 0.04
0.66 ± 0.04
0.64 ± 0.04
0.69 ± 0.07
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Fig. 3. (a) External quantum efficiency measurements on solar cells on a flat substrate (black),
Asahi substrates with 80 nm rough AZO (green), 500 nm rough AZO (blue), and 500 nm
polished AZO (red). (b) Simulated absorption in the a-Si:H layer of the same cell types (line
colours correspond to those in (a)).

4. Simulations
Three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations, performed using
Lumerical software, were used to model the absorption in the a-Si:H layer. The simulations
took into account the full layer structure: 200 nm Ag, 80/500 nm AZO, 350 nm a-Si:H, and
80 nm ITO. The Asahi roughness was incorporated by measuring the surface topography
using atomic force microscopy (AFM) on an Asahi substrate that was sputter-coated with 200
nm Ag. The AFM data were then imported in the simulation to represent to topography of the
Ag surface. In the case of the non-polished Asahi cells, the roughness of the AZO layer was
assumed to be the same as the measured roughness of the Ag layer. Considering the similarity
in the measured blue-response for the different types of cells with the flat and patterned AZO
layers, the top of the a-Si:H layer and the ITO layer were assumed to be flat in the
simulations. Periodic boundaries were used in x and y direction and a unit cell size of 2 × 2
μm was used. No effects of periodicity were observed for this size. A uniform mesh of 5 nm
was used over the whole simulation volume. Perfectly matched layers were used at the top
and bottom of the simulation volume.
Figure 3(b) shows the simulated fraction of incident light that is absorbed in the a-Si:H
layer as a function of wavelength for the different types of cells. The simulations show very
similar trends as the measured EQE data. The Asahi cells with patterned AZO (green and
blue) show a significant absorption enhancement with respect to the flat cell (black) in the
wavelength range above 600 nm, whereas the sample with polished AZO (red) does not. We
found that making the Ag rough results in significantly higher parasitic absorption. Whereas
with flat Ag, the absorption in the Ag stays below 5% over the 350-800 nm wavelength range,
the absorption in the rough Ag layer is up to 50% at wavelengths above 700 nm. Considering
the good agreement between our FDTD simulations and EQE measurements, next we used
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the FDTD simulations to study the influence of the AZO layer thickness on the absorption for
devices with rough Ag and polished AZO.

Fig. 4. Simulated absorption in the a-Si:H layer of a solar cell without roughness (black
dashed, “flat”), with Asahi roughness in the Ag and AZO layer (blue, dashed, “Asahi ref.”),
and with Asahi roughness in the Ag and flat AZO (continuous) with a thickness of 0 nm (blue),
100 nm (green), 140 nm (red), 180 nm (light blue), and 500 nm (purple). The insets show
cartoons of the different geometries with flat AZO (grey: Ag; orange: AZO; green: a-Si:H); no
AZO (top), AZO thinner than Ag roughness (center), AZO thicker than Ag roughness
(bottom).

Figure 4 shows the simulated absorption in the a-Si:H layer for different thicknesses of a
flat AZO layer that is on top of the rough Ag. Data for a flat cell (black, dashed) and an Asahi
cell with rough AZO (blue, dashed) are also shown as reference. When there is no AZO
present (blue continuous, 0 nm), the rough Ag is directly in contact with the a-Si:H layer (first
inset). As can be seen in the figure, this leads to efficient light trapping. At wavelengths
between 600 and 680 nm, the absorption in the a-Si:H layer is even higher than for the Asahi
reference (blue dashed), in which both the Ag and the AZO are rough. For the cell with flat
AZO/a-Si:H interface the following trend is observed. When the AZO thickness increases to
100 nm (green), the AZO starts to fill up the valleys in the rough Ag (second inset); the areal
fraction of Ag that is in direct contact with the a-Si:H rear interface is still high (72%). In this
case, absorption in the a-Si:H slightly decreases with respect to the case where there is no
AZO present. With 140 nm AZO (red), the fraction of Ag at the a-Si:H rear interface is only
27%, and absorption has decreased significantly. Further increasing the AZO thickness to 180
nm (light blue), leads to reduced light trapping. At an AZO layer thickness of 500 nm
(purple), only very slight light trapping is observed. The data in Fig. 4 show that roughness at
the a-Si:H rear interface is required for efficient light trapping in this solar cell geometry.
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Fig. 5. (a) Simulated absorption in the a-Si:H layer of solar cells with only flat layers (black),
periodically structured Ag and flat AZO (blue, “flat hemi”), periodically structured Ag and
AZO (green, “Ag+AZO hemi”), flat Ag and periodically structured AZO (red, “AZO hemi”).
The insets show (from top to bottom): flat cell, cell with Ag hemispheres, cell with Ag and
AZO hemispheres, cell with AZO hemispheres and flat Ag.

To further investigate the loss and light trapping processes in the various geometries we
have performed FDTD simulations on periodically patterned nanostructures. Such geometries
are readily made using large-area inexpensive soft imprint techniques as we have
demonstrated earlier [6]. Square arrays of hemispheres with a radius of 150 nm were used,
using a 400 nm × 400 nm unit cell. Figure 5(a) shows the simulated absorption in the active
layer of a-Si:H cells on top of periodic arrays of hemispheres in only the Ag (blue), both Ag
and AZO (green) and only in the AZO (red), compared to a flat cell (black). These geometries
are schematically depicted in Fig. 5(b).
Figure 5(a) shows the simulated fraction of light absorbed in the a-Si:H layer for the four
geometries. The device with structured Ag and flat AZO shows poor light trapping. At
wavelengths above 650 nm there is a only small enhancement in absorption with respect to
the flat cell, while at wavelengths below 650 nm the Ag pattern results in a reduced
absorption. When both the Ag and the AZO layer are periodically structured, a substantial
amount of light trapping is observed. The device with flat Ag and patterned AZO shows even
higher absorption than the cell with structured Ag and structured AZO. To study this further,
we have simulated the fraction of light that is absorbed in the Ag for the different device
structures (Fig. 5(b)). For structured Ag (blue and green) absorption in the Ag is significantly
higher than for geometries with flat Ag (black and red), due to resonant scattering by the
plasmonic nanostructures. The data in Fig. 5 show that light trapping using purely dielectric
scattering patterns can be better than with combined dielectric-metallic scattering patterns,
since it leads to lower parasitic absorption in the metal.
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Fig. 6. Simulated normalized scattering cross sections for AZO hemispheres on a nonabsorbing AZO, inside non-absorbing a-Si:H, for radii of 150 nm (blue), 180 nm (green), 200
nm (red), 220 nm (light blue). The inside shows a cross section of the field intensity.

To study the scattering mechanism from the patterned AZO/a-Si:H interface, we consider
the geometrical Mie resonances in the resonant cavities at the interface. Figure 6 shows the
simulated normalized scattering cross sections, defined as the ratio between the scattering
cross section and the geometrical cross section, for a geometry composed of an AZO
substrate with a single AZO hemisphere embedded in a-Si:H layer (see inset in Fig. 6). Data
are shown for hemisphere radii in the range 150-220 nm. Optical constants for AZO and aSi:H were used as before, but neglecting absorption (i.e. setting the imaginary parts of the
refractive index to zero). A 2 μm × 2 μm simulation box was used with perfectly matched
layers on all boundaries. A total-field-scattered-field source was used to directly calculate the
scattered power by means of frequency-domain transmission monitors positioned in the
scattered field region. The normalized scattering cross section for the hemisphere with 150
nm radius (blue, same size as in Fig. 5), shows a broad peak centred around 560 nm. The
normalized scattering cross section exceeds unity over the entire 350-1000 nm spectral band,
indicating strong interaction with the incident light. The inset shows the electric field intensity
in the geometry with a 150 nm hemisphere, demonstrating the light is resonantly confined in
the particle, with clear extension of the trapped resonant mode into the AZO and a-Si:H
layers. We ascribe the large bandwidth of the resonance to the high loss rate associated with
the enhanced leakage radiation to the AZO and a-Si:H layers. Figure 6 shows that when the
particle radius is increased, the resonance shifts to higher wavelengths; further confirming the
resonant Mie nature of the scattering mechanism. For the larger particles a second (higherorder) Mie resonance appears, in correspondence with the analytical Mie formulas for
spherical particles. Simulated absorption for the full device geometry shows a strong size
dependence; particles with a radius below 100 nm resulted in poor absorption enhancement.
This indicates that geometrical resonances play an important role in the scattering process.
5. Conclusion
We have systematically compared dielectric and metallic scattering patterns for light trapping
in thin Ag/AZO/a-Si:H solar cells. We experimentally demonstrate that geometries with
patterned AZO buffer layers lead to substantially better light trapping than geometries with
only patterned Ag. Simulations show that, if the AZO layer fills up the valleys of the rough
Ag, this result is mostly independent of the AZO thickness and that structuring the AZO/aSi:H interface is crucial for light trapping. We show that purely dielectric scattering patterns
can outperform geometries in which the Ag is also structured by reducing the parasitic
absorption that arises from plasmon resonances in nanostructured Ag. The light trapping with
dielectric scattering patterns relies on geometrical resonances in the AZO nanostructures. Our
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work opens the way to a large number of new light trapping designs based on dielectric
resonant light scattering.
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